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The Poulton Research Project
sampling has already produced
eight radiocarbon
dates from five
roundhouses,
indicating habitation during the
last four centuries
BC. Geophysical
survey has provided further evidence that the
settlement continues outside the
enclosure in all
directions. A
large assemblage
The 2016 season marked our 21st
of animal bone, salt containing ceyear as a community and student
ramic (Very Course Pottery) and
orientated landscape investigation. thousands of fire cracked stones
The Project was founded in 1995 to used for boiling water have been
search for a currently elusive 12th
recovered. Other finds include a
century Cistercian Abbey. Our initial ceramic spindle whorl and a worked
research focused on the remains of antler point.
a stone structure revealed during
ploughing by landowner Gerry Fair. The 2016 season has brought the
These 15th century bell tower foun- total number of Iron Age structures
dations were an enlargement of an to 10. More samples have been
earlier chapel, used for secular buri- taken, which will hopefully provide
al, on the Cistercian Abbey estate. further radiocarbon dates. The samples are hoped to contain plant reThe high level of bone preservation
within the accompanying graveyard mains, giving a rare glimpse in to
proving to be unusual for Cheshire. the environment of this part of Iron
Age Cheshire.
During the course of the last two
The Roman period is represented at
decades, continued investigation
Poulton by an extensive ditch syshas revealed a diverse and extensive material assemblage covering tem, enclosing what is thought to
have been a building. The remains
12,000 years of activity. Flint tools
used by the first hunter-gatherers to of this building have long since
colonise the region in the early Mes- been destroyed by the later chapel
olithic are well represented. Neolith- and the use of the area as a cemetery. Finds include a large quantity
ic and Bronze Age flint tools, along
with a polished stone axe (c.4,000- of domestic pottery, roof tile
th
3,000 BC) and Grooved Ware chalk stamped with the mark of the 20
plaque (c.2,000 BC) have also been Legion, and a fragment of sandstone arch, plastered and originally
recovered.
painted red. The finding of a 2nd
Iron Age Poulton (c.700BC- AD 43) century ritual make-up applier sugis currently breaking new ground,
gests that this may have been the
with settlement remains character- site of a small rural shrine which
ised by a series of intercutting
was later Christianised.
roundhouse gullies, ditches, and
post-holes, surrounded by a larger Dr Kevin Cootes
Poulton Research Trust Site Director
enclosure. An extensive strategy of

Eccleston Update

the 1721 map) so there was plenty
to keep the children occupied.

In 2016 we have started to analyse
the results of the last four years of
excavations and have also undertaken an additional three test pits
including one at the local primary
school.

Once we have received the specialist report on the pottery finds we will
be able to produce a spatial distribution analysis which may help
identify the focus of village activity over time.

The primary school dig was particularly successful, with every pupil
getting the chance to try their hand
at excavating, analysis, surveying
and metal detecting. Thanks to the
school head Katie Cade and
Grosvenor Estates for giving permission for this exercise. In addition to the educational aspects, we
were able to uncover significant
amounts of material from the early
buildings on the site (indicated on

The Clay Tobacco Pipe analysis
undertaken by Dr Higgins has
already provided some information in this regard, with high
concentrations of 17th century
pipe fragments in the lower context of a test pit in the centre of
the paddock and also in the
trench just north of the sunken
trackway (Old Church Way).
Perhaps this is evidence of people having a last smoke on their
way to church – there were no

houses nearby.
Dr Niall MacFadyen

Roman barrack blocks and associat- the site is magnetically “noisy”,
meaning modern debris scattered
Waking the Legions ed buildings.
across the site has disrupted the
The ground penetrating radar (GPR) sensor readings, possibly masking
results bore a strong correlation with
As part of the Festival of Archaeoloarchaeological results.
gy 2016 Big Heritage and Magnitude Newstead’s plans, with additional
detail noted in the southwest quarter Over the course of the survey weekSurveys undertook a geophysical
of the survey area, which appears to end we were joined by members of
survey of the Deanery Field on the
rd
th
23 and 24 of July. The survey had contain structures matching the size Chester Archaeological Society, as
and shape of barrack blocks excawell as students from the University
two primary aims. The first was to
vated
elsewhere
on
the
site.
The
of Chester and members of the Merengage the local community with
GPR
has
also
revealed
other
possiseyside Young Archaeology Club.
Chester’s archaeological heritage
ble
structures
not
matching
the
diThe latter also had the opportunity
and the second was to locate and
mensions
of
barrack
blocks,
perto partake in science experiments in
identify any surviving sub-surface
haps
indicating
a
different
use
of
order to help them understand how
archaeology. The survey element
these
parts
of
the
site,
or
structures
the geophysical instruments actually
was supported by an exhibition in
built
at
a
different
time.
worked.
the King Charles Tower detailing
previous archaeological work on the The earth resistance technique also The full report can be downloaded
site and displaying artefacts from
detected structures; however, the
from www.bigheritage.co.uk or rethe Grosvenor Museums collection; results were less clear, making them quested from the Cheshire Historic
which were recovered during exca- difficult to characterise. The features Environment team.
vations of the site in the 1920’s and are likely wall lines and scattered
Dr Jo Kirton
30’s, led by Professor Robert New- archaeological remains. The magstead. These excavations revealed netic survey was less successful as joanne.kirton@bigheritage.co.uk

Society Excursions
2016

lowed by the opportunity to explore
other parts of the museum.

In June, we enjoyed a fascinating
walking tour of Parkgate on the WirMembers and guests enjoyed a
ral, led by Anthony Annakin Smith
number of diverse visits in 2016.
(see our forthcoming lecture on
In April, we travelled by coach to
25.3.17). The rain held off until the
The Birmingham Museum and Art
very end of the 2 hour walk, during
Gallery to view the new Staffordwhich Anthony shared his deep
shire Hoard public gallery. After a
knowledge of and affection for the
personal address by Pieta Greaves, hidden history of Parkgate.
Staffordshire Hoard Conservation
Coordinator, she highlighted some July saw us scale the ramparts of
Moel y Gaer hillfort near Bodfari to
of the many wonderful artefacts disview the ongoing live dig at this Iron
played. Our group then enjoyed a
Age monument which is co-directed
private behind-the-scenes look at
the painstaking work taking place in by Prof Gary Lock. Fiona Gale,
County Archaeologist for Denbighthe conservation laboratories, folshire, kindly led a tour of the 3 cur-

rent trenches.
Recently a radiocarbon date of 300150 cal BC was obtained from a
secure context and it is hoped further samples taken as our group
watched may add to dating evidence for activity at this hillfort.
Looking forward to 2017, a visit to
Norton Priory and its newly redeveloped museum is planned for Thursday 27th April at 6.30 pm, meet at
Norton Priory.
See the CAS website excursions
page for further details or email Alice Bray at alice@geowolf.net
Alice Bray, Excursions Organiser

Obituary
It is with sadness we record the
death of our President, Major General Gerald Cavendish Grosvenor
KG CB CVO OBE TD CD DL, 6th
Duke of Westminster on 9th August,

2016. He became President at 24,
in 1977 and presided at a number of
our events including a 150th celebration of the founding of the Architectural Archaeological and Historical
Society. In continuing the association of the Grosvenor family with the
Society he referred on a number of

occurring streams, made salty after
contact with the deep Triassic salt
beds beneath this part of CheshIn September, Northwich’s Lion Salt ire. Thanks to the Trustees, the site
Works Museum celebrated winning gained Scheduled Monument Stathe nation’s Best Heritage Project
tus and after a great deal more
from the National Lottery Award in a campaigning, finally attracted a
televised ceremony on BBC One. It £5.2m grant from the Heritage Lotmarked a high point in a 40-year
tery Fund, a sum matched by
long campaign to save what was
Cheshire West and Chester Counonce a dilapidated wreck, considcil.
ered for demolition.
In 2015, after a four-year £10m resFor over 30-years, Trustees and
toration, the Museum re-opened. In
supporters of the Lion Salt Works
a fascinating series of interactive
campaigned for the renovation of
displays, including a simulated light
the works, one of the last open-pan, and sound show of the open-pan
salt-making sites in the world. Since salt-making, the Museum tells the
the time of the Romans, Northwich story of salt and its impact on the
had been an important site for boil- people, landscape and indusing the brine from the naturallytry. With its industrially-themed play

Worth its Salt?

occasions to the importance of stewardship; guardianship of heritage as
investment for future generations. A
Memorial Service and celebration of
his life will be held on 28th November, 2016.
Janet Axworthy, CAS Chairman
area, shop, performance and conference area and butterfly garden,
the Museum offers year-round education programmes, touring plays
and dance performances and activities for adults and children. Last
year it held a very successful salt
science weekend, an historic steam
and boat weekend and a Dickensian Christmas. Thanks to a grant
from the Association of Industrial
Archaeology, its salt wagon, one of
the last of its kind in Cheshire has
recently been restored and is a focal point at the Museum’s entrance.
Throughout the restoration, the Museum had an archaeologist researching and recording ‘finds’ on
site and helping the builders to understand the reconstruction. In
partnership with the Council’s Project Manager, the restoration was
outstanding – a fact recognised by
two prestigious national awards for
restoration from the Civic Trust and
Museum + Heritage.
The salty history of the area still
continues to interest and in Summer
2016, experts from Salford University’s archaeological department, in
conjunction with Saltscape, offered
free training to volunteers who
wanted to take part in a project to
excavate a site near the Lion Salt
Works.
Fiona Young
f.young@marketingcheshire.co.uk

A search will produce a result such
as: https://cheslive.koha-ptfs.co.uk/
cgi-bin/koha/opac-detail.pl?
The Society's books are stored at
biblithe Cheshire Libraries Central Store onumber=508626&query_desc=ti%
in Chester. They are now available 2Cwrdl%3A%20Britannia
for members and the public alike via
To see a list of all the Society's
the Cheshire Libraries Catalogue.
books available press 'Advanced
This can be searched on line at
search' then 'Shelving location'. If
home or in your local library at:
you then tick the box marked
https://cheslive.koha-ptfs.co.uk/cgi'Chester Archaeological Society' and
bin/koha/opac-main.pl
press the Search button you should
To avoid typing in this long link you
reach the full list of all our 515
can click on it on the library page of
books. This number may increase in
the Society’s website.

Library Update

the near future as there are some
more books to add.
As you can see, these are not available for loan but can be viewed at
your local library.
Please keep checking the Library
page of our website for further updates and lists of pamphlets that will
soon be available to download.
I will keep you informed of future
developments but if you have any
specific queries or requests you can
always contact me at
clarkesa@btinternet.com
Stephen Clarke, Librarian

A Roman Figurine from Holt
This copper alloy Roman anthropomorphic figurine was discovered in
2015 by a metal detectorist in the
parish of Holt, Wrexham and was
recorded on the Portable Antiquities
Scheme database at the Museum of
Liverpool.
The figure representing a bound
captive is naked and in a seated
position. The posture is dictated by
the incomplete shackles the captive
bears with a rope connecting the
neck, hands and feet. The rope between the neck, hands and feet is
missing due to recent damage but is
visible around the neck and at the
knees.
The hair consists of eight grooves
styled in a distinctively 'Celtic' tonsure with the hair brushed back
from the forehead and delineated by
incisions which stop above the base
of the head.
The most recent publication on
these figurines1 notes that sixteen
bound captive figurines have been
found across the empire. This find is

an example of
Jackson's
Type I figurine.
Such objects were
clearly
meant to
be mounted through
the perforations,
although who was meant to view
them is less clear. The argument
that they represent slaves is convincing1. Although more are coming
to light through metal detecting (see
NLM2845 and DENO-9632F6) few
have been found in secure archaeological contexts. A broad date in the
2nd or 3rd century can therefore only
be suggested1. To date, bound captive figurines have only been found
on the Rhine/Danube frontier and in
Britannia1. Currently there are only
3 such examples recorded on the
database.

The Stonehenge Lecture
For the January 25th 2017 Stonehenge lecture, a member, when
booking their place, can also book
for one guest (who will make the

usual £4 donation). Other
non-members can make
bookings two weeks before the
event if seats remain. All bookings
can be made by email
(r.alan.w@icloud.com) or telephone

The complete record for this object
can be found on the PAS database,
www.finds.org.uk/database as LVPL
-8C4A48.
1

Jackson, R., 2005 ' Roman bound captives: symbols of slavery? In N. Crummy (ed.), Image, Craft and the Classical
World. Essays in honour of Donald Bailey and Catherine Johns (Monogr. Instrumentum 29), Montagnac 2005

Vanessa Oakden
Finds Liaison Officer (Cheshire,
Greater Manchester & Merseyside)

or text (07746473322) to the Secretary (Alan Williams) who will confirm
the booking with a reservation number for each named person.

Dee House versus the Amphitheatre – again!
Dee House, the Grade II Listed
building which overlies the southwestern quadrant of the amphitheatre, has now been unoccupied for
several decades and has become
increasingly derelict. Early in 2015
Cheshire West and Chester Council
began the process of seeking an
occupant on a long-term lease (150
years), with a view to getting the
building refurbished and brought
back into use. The Society met representatives of the Council to discuss the proposals and subsequently submitted comments that remain
the basis of its position today.

the Council ‘stuck to its guns’ and in
September announced that a tentative agreement had been reached
with Daniel Thwaites PLC to restore
Dee House as a hotel, restaurant,
café and interpretation centre, with
remodelling of the adjacent public
realm. The CWaC and Historic England positions are set out on the
Council’s website at http://
www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.u
k/news_and_views/
chester_amphitheatre_and_dee_h.aspx
In addition to the statutory public
consultation that precedes all planning applications, a period of preapplication consultation has been
promised, although at the time of
writing no dates are available.

When it became clear in July 2016
that a potential occupant had been
found, a petition was launched by a
local businessman to demolish the
building and excavate the remains
of the amphitheatre on the site; this The Society’s Council will therefore
culminated in a public debate. How- need to consider how to respond to
ever, supported by Historic England, the current situation. Any response
needs to start from a recognition

that Historic England appear
adamant that Dee House
should be preserved and that at the
moment they will not countenance
any further excavation of the amphitheatre. They hold a power of veto
on what happens on the site (and
conversely, of course, carry a large
measure of responsibility).
This is a site in which the Society
has had an interest from the time of
the discovery of the amphitheatre by
our member W J Williams in 1929,
and for many residents it has become iconic of Chester’s Roman
past. However, in many ways it represents a microcosm of the whole of
Chester’s history. We want to make
as responsible, positive and imaginative contribution as possible to its
future. If you have any ideas, please
email me at
p.carrington@tiscali.co.uk
Dr Peter Carrington

